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We construct a complex and a p-adic q-l-series which interpolate q-Bernoulli 
numbers and q-Euler numbers, respectively. As an application, we prove Kummer 
type congruences for q-Euler numbers. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. IN~R00ucT10N 
In [K-2], Koblitz constructed a q-analogue of p-adic Dirichlet L-series 
which interpolated Carlitz’s q-Bernoulli numbers at non-positive integers, 
and he raised the following question: 
“Are there complex analytic q-L-series which LJb, 1) can be viewed as 
interpolating, in the same way that LJd, x) interpolates L(ti, x)?“; 
(complex) 
u4 x) ‘ 
(Dirichlet’s 
L-function) 
( p-adic) 1 q-analogue 1 
Lp(% x) ‘- ’ L,;,(% xl 
(Kubota-Leopoldt’s (constructed by 
p-adic L-function) Koblitz) 
In Section 1, we construct a complex analytic q-L-series which is a 
q-analogue of Dirichlet’s L-function and interpolates q-Bernoulli numbers, 
which is an answer to Koblitz’s question. We induce this q-L-series from 
the generating function of q-Bernoulli numbers. 
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In Section 2, we prove the “distribution relation” for Carlitz’s q-Euler 
polynomials and construct p-adic q-Euler measures to obtain a p-adic 
interpolation function for q-Euler numbers, in the same way that Koblitz 
constructed &,(a, x). As an application, we prove Kummer’s congruence 
for q-Euler numbers. Carlitz’s proofs of the distribution relations for 
q-Bernoulli and q-Euler polynomials [C-l, C-2] are very complicated, so 
we give other simple proofs of them, by using the generating functions of 
q-Bernoulli numbers and q-Euler numbers. 
In the complex case, the generating function of q-Bernoulli numbers 
F,(t) is given by 
F,(t)= f /lx(q);= f qneCn3’(l -q-q”t), (1) 
k=O . n=O 
where q is a complex number with 1 ql< 1, Bk(q) is the kth q-Bernoulli 
number, and [n] = [n; q] = (1 - q”)/( l-q). The remarkable point is that 
the series on the right-hand side of (1) is uniformly convergent in the wider 
sense. Hence we have 
B,(g)=-$F,(I)I =(k+ 1)(1-q) f qyny--k f q”[n]k-1. 
r=O n=o fl=O 
This is used to construct a q-Dirichlet series. In the p-adic case, we cannot 
explicitly determine FJt), but it is uniquely determined as a solution of the 
following q-difference equation: 
F,(t) = qe’F,(qt) + 1 - q - t. 
In Section 3, we study the value at CI = 1 of the p-adic interpolation 
function Z&u; 4, x) for generalized Euler numbers constructed by 
Tsumura [T-l]. For the purpose of computing the value l&u; 1, x), we give 
another construction of I&u; (I, x). The p-adic function constructed in 
Section 2 can be seen as a q-analogue of Tsumura’s p-adic function. 
Notations. “q” is variously considered as an indeterminate, a complex 
number q E @, or a p-adic number q E CP, where CP denotes the p-adic com- 
pletion of the algebraic closure of Q,. If q E @, one normally assumes 
Iql<l. If 4E@p, one normally assumes lq- 1 jP -~p-“(~-‘), so that 
qz = exp(z log,, q) for Ix JP< 1, where I IP denotes the p-adic absolute 
value on @+, normalized by I p I p = l/p. 
We use the notation 
[z-j = [z; q]=+$. 
Note that lim, _ 1 [z; q] = Z. 
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Carlitz’s q-Bernoulli numbers jIk = bk(q) can be determined inductively 
by 
Al= 1, 4(48+ uk-Ilk= 1 if k= 1, 
=o if k> 1, 
with the usual convention of replacing pi by PI. And Carlitz’s q-Bernoulli 
polynomials are defined by 
/?k(z:q)=(q*j?+[z])k= i [~]j?i(q)qi’[z]*pi for k20. 
i=O 
As q + 1, we have pk(q) + B, and /Ik(z; q) -+ BJz), where B, and Bk(z) 
are the usual Bernoulli number and Bernoulli polynomial, respectively. 
1. q-ANALOGWE OF RIEMANN'S [-FUNCTION (in c) 
We shall explicitly determine the generating function F,(t) of /Ik : 
F,(f)= f Pk(& 
k=O 
This is the unique solution of the following q-difference equation: 
F,(t) = qe’t;,(qt) + 1 - q - t. 
Indeed, if the power series Cp= ,, qk(tk/k!) satisfies (2) then 
=qa,+l-q+{q(qa,+l)-l}t+ f q(qa+l)k~. 
k=2 
(2) 
(3) 
where ai means aj. By comparing the coefficients of both sides of (3), we 
see that ak satisfies the recurrence formula of q-Bernoulli numbers. 
LEMMA 1. 
F,(t)= f q”ec”l’(l -q-q4”t). 
fZ=O 
(4) 
Note that the series on the right-hand side of (4) is uniformly convergent 
in the wider sense. 
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Proof: It is easy to show that the right side of (4) satisfies (2). 1 
Therefore, for k 2 0, we have 
B/c(q) =-$ r,(t)l 
r=0 
=(1-q) 2 q”[nlk-k f q2”[nlk-l 
II=0 II=0 
=(k+l)(l-q) % q”[nlk-k f qn[nlkpl, 
n=O ?I=0 
where we use the relation q”/[n] = l/[n] + (q - 1). 
Hence we can define a q-analogue of the [-function as follows: 
(5) 
DEFINITION 1 (q-[-Function). For d E @, 
Note that i,(g) is a meromorphic function on @ with only one simple pole 
at il=l. 
The values of cq(d) at non-positive integers are obtained by the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1. For any positive integer k, we have 
3,U-k)=qB,(q) if k= 1, 
B/c(q) =-- 
k 
if k> 1. 
ProoJ It is clear by (5). m 
Let x be a primitive Dirichlet character of conductorfE N. We define the 
generalized q-Bernoulli numbers as follows: 
For k20, 
Pk&) = CfY f x(4 Ok 4; d . 
o=l ( ) 
Note that if x = 1, then 
BkX(q) =qB/c(l; 4)= 9 if k =O, 
= -81(q) 4 if k= 1, 
= Bk(l?) if k> 1. 
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By using the definition of C&S), we can define a q-analogue of Dirichlet’s 
L-function. 
DEFINITION 2 (q-L-Function). For cr E @, 
Similarly, we can compute the values of Ly(3, x) at non-positive integers. 
THEOREM 2. For any positive integer k, we have 
L&l-k, x)= -+A 
Proof. The generating function of the q-Bernoulli polynomials is 
,z, Bk(z; q) -$ = F&q”?) eC.rl’, 
where F,(t) is the generating function of q-Bernoulli numbers. Hence 
= (1 - q) f x(n) qneCnl’ 
?I=1 
- f x(n) qzneCnl’t, 
n=l 
where we use Lemma 1, [n; qf][f] = [fn], and [a] + [fn] qU= [a +fn]. 
Therefore we obtain 
=&+1)(1-q) f xb)q”CnY 
n=l 
5 
-k c x(n) q”[nlk-‘. 
n=l 
Hence for k 3 1, 
-E&p= L,(1 -k, x). u 
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Remark 1. The “q-[-function” c,(a) is defined as a sum of two 
q-Dirichlet series C,“=, (q”/[n]“). However, if we pay attention only to the 
form of the series, it would perhaps be natural to define a q-analogue of 
Riemann’s i-function c(d) by the series C,“=, (q”/[n]“) rather than by the 
expression used in Definition 1. In fact, some of analytic properties of c(d) 
are inherited by C,“= I (q”/[n]“), i.e., this q-series is related to Jackson’s 
q-r-function T,(x) [A-l]: 
-$ log f,(z) = 
logq 2 a, qn+z 
( ) 
- 
1-q 
c n=O Cn+d2’ 
Here the classical relation between the f-function r(z) and Hurwitz’s 
c-function [(o, Z) is 
where [(o, c(I)=C;=~(~/(~+Z)“) for Red>1 and O<ZL:~. 
In addition, this q-series is related to Carlitz’s q-Euler numbers. Carlitz 
defined q-Euler numbers and polynomials as 
H,(% q)= 1, (qH+ l)%4UH/&4;q)=O for k>l, 
where u is a complex number with (u I> 1; and for k > 0, 
We can similarly construct a complex analytic q-l-series which inter- 
polates q-Euler numbers at non-positive integers. We shall list some 
propositions without proof. Their proofs are quite similar to those in the 
“Bernoulli cases.” 
DEFINITION 3. For ~EC, 
m U-n 
&; ,J) = J, Cnl”’ 
PROPOSITION 1. For any positive integer k, we have 
&; -k) = --& if k=O, 
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We define the generalized q-Euler numbers as follows: 
For k>,O, 
. 
Note that if x = 1, then 
H,,,(u; 4) = H,(u, 1; 4) = 1 if k = 0, 
= uH,(u; 9) if k>,l. 
Finally, we define an interpolation function for these numbers. 
DEFINITION 4. For tl E C, 
The values of I&u; CJ, x) at non-positive integers are given by 
PROPOSITION 2. For any k 2 0, we he 
i&u; -k xl =--& H,,,(w 4). 
In the next section, we shall construct a p-adic interpolation function for 
q-Euler numbers and prove Kummer congruences for these numbers. 
2. q-EULER NUMBERS IN THE p-ADIC CASE 
Let p be a rational prime number. In this section, we assume that 
q and u (E@~): Il-ql,<p -MP’) and 11 -z/ IP> 1. Let F,;,(t) be the 
generating function of Hk( u; q): 
F,;,(f) = f H,(u; 4) ;. 
k=O 
Then this is the unique solution of the following q-difference equation: 
F,Jt)=~e’F.,,(qr)+ 1 -i. (6) 
Furthermore the generating function of q-Euler polynomials is given by 
&z. H/d% ’ z; 4) b = F,,,(q”t) eCJlt (7) 
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The following lemma is important for the construction of the p-adic q-Euler 
measures. 
LEMMA 2 (q-distribution relation). For any positive integer m, we have 
m-l g-a 
[ml” aFo 1 H, ~“‘9 %; 41) =& H,(u, x:; 41, 
for all k 2 0. 
Proof: By using (7), 
kTO (the left-hand side of (8)) 6 
m-l m-0 
= OS0 L 
e[(z +n)/m;pmllmlr~~;~n(~“((z +nVm)[m] t) 
m-l m--o 
=as*+e 
([~]+@[a])~ F 
umiqm 4 
( =+Q[m] t). 
(Note that [a + b] = [a] + q”[b].) 
On the other hand, 
kzO (the right-hand side of (8 )) g 
u 
=-eCzlfF,.q(q”t). 
l-u ’ 
Now we can easily show that 
l-u m-1 
F,;,(t)=- c 1-U” o=o 
~~-~-~e[“]‘F~;~(q”[rn] t) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
because the right-hand side of (11) satisfies (6). Indeed, let G(t) be the 
right-hand side of (11). Then 
i e’G(qt) + 1 -i 
1 l-u ??--l =-- c Ul--mo=O 
Um-a- le(l + [o]q)r 
xF,,c(qO+L[m]t)+l--I 
u 
641/31/3-s 
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l-u m 
=-pd 
1 -Urna=, 
m-a-‘e[““F~;fl(q”[m] t) + 1 -i 
=G(r)4-& 
i 
F,:,m([m]l)-L[mlr 
Urn 
x FgL4m(qrn[m] t) + 1 - f 
= G(t), by (6). 
Hence G(t) satisfies (6). Therefore we obtain (9) = (lo), by replacing t by 
q”t in (11). This means that Lemma 2 is true. 1 
Note that we can similarly prove the distribution relation for q-Bernoulli 
polynomials by this method. 
By this lemma, we can define the p-adic q-Euler measures. Let 
a+fp”Z,= {rcEX1z=amodfp”} (0 da <Lb”); 
x* = IJ (a+fpnZp). 
0 < a <.ti 
(GP) = I 
Note that the natural map Z/fp”Z + Z/p’7 induces 
7-c: X+8,. 
Hereafter, iffis a function on Z,, we denote by the samefthe functionfo R 
on X. Namely we consider f as a function on X. 
DEFINITION 6 (q-Euler measures). For k 2 0 and n 2 0, 
Note that if ~1, = a:;, then 
thus CC, is the same as Koblitz’s measure [K-l]. We show that ai;, is a 
measure on X. 
LEMMA 3. For k 2 0, LX;,, is a measure on x 
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Proof. As the first step, we show that c& is a distribution on X. For 
that, it suffices to check that 
P--L 
& a:;,(~ + ifP” +fp n + IB,) = a;;# +fp”Z,). (12) 
“But the left-hand side of (12)” 
(where we use Lemma 2) 
= a;;,@ +fp”Z,). 
Next we show that 1 at,, IP < 1. Indeed, since 
at,,(a +fp”E,) 
=s [fp”I qW+$& 
k 
UfP-a 
= q”i[a]k-i[fp”]i~ Hi(UfP; qf”“) (13) 
and, by induction on i, 
UfY 
1_uf~” Hit@“; P”) 
p<l 
(14) 
for all i > 0, where we use the assumption 1 1 - uflp > 1, it follows that we 
have 
I a:; ,(a +fp”z,)l, G 4 
therefore a$, is a measure on X. 1 
We can express the q-Euler numbers as an integral over X, by using the 
measure ai.q. 
LEMMA 4. For any k 2 0, we have 
= & H/d% 4) zy x= 1. 
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Proof: 
= lim [f]” 1 u-“x(a) 
” + cc 0=0 
P”-- 1 
x [p”; q.“lk c 
(uf)ti-’ 
i-0 1 -(d” 
(where we use Lemma 2) 
&%>,(u; 4) if xf 1, 
= I 
& H,fu;q) if x= 1. 
Next we give a relation between c& and a,. 
LEMMA 5. For any k 2 0, we have 
datJ2-) = [z]” da,(z). 
ProoJ: By (13) and (14), 
n a 
= [a-jk$+ [fp”] x (p-integral). 
Hence we obtain 
dam;, = [zlk da,(z). I 
Let o denote the Teichmiiller character mod p (if p = 2, mod 4). For 
rr:~X*, we set (z)=(z;~)=[z]/o(z). Note that since I(Z)-11,~ 
P 
- ll(p ~ 11 (CC)’ is defined by exp(alog,(z)), for jaj,<l. 
We detke an interpolation function for q-Euler numbers. 
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The values of this function at non-positive integers are given by 
THEOREM 3. For any k B 0, we have 
lp;y(u; -k xok) 
CPlk X(P) 
=$--fHk,&q)- l-&p Hk,X(UP; 4’) if Xf 1, 
Proof 
lp;& -k, xok) =I,* (dk xok(z) da,(cz) 
where we use Lemma 5 and da,(pz) = daub. Therefore by Lemma 4, the 
theorem is proved. 1 
Finally we prove the Kummer congruences. For any a, k E N, a, J? E C,, 
and any function f(u, q), we define 
(a + PCalk) *Au, 4) = 4th 4) + BCalkf(uu, 49. 
THEOREM 4 (Kummer congruences). For k z k’ mod(p - 1) p”, we have 
(1 -X(P)CPlk) * &fHk,,tu; 4) 
5 (I- X(P)CPlk’) * &+k’,,yb; 4) mod p” if x#l, 
u-CPlk) * & Hk(“; 9) 
s (1- [p]k’) * & Hk’(“; q) mod p” if x=1. 
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Proof Since ~(~)-l~p<p~‘i’p-l)for ZEX*, we obtain 
(Z)““E 1 mod p”. 
Thus 
lp&; -k, xok) = fpJu; -k’, xok’) mod p”. 
By Theorem 3, the theorem is proved. 1 
3. THE VALUE AT d= 1 OF TSUMURA'S f,,(u;d,x) 
H. Tsumura [T-l] constructed a p-adic interpolation function Z,(u; 3,~) 
for generalized Euler numbers H,,,(u), where H,Ju) was defined by 
(15) 
Note that our IPJu; CI, x) and Hk,(u; q) are q-analogues of l,(u; 3, x) and 
H&U), respectively, i.e., 
and 
Here we shall give another construction of IJu; 3, x). Hereafter, we 
assume p is a odd prime number and u is algebraic over Q, with 
) 1 - ~‘1~ 2 1. Let 0 be the ring of integers of the field which is the finite 
extension over Q, in CP generated by u and the values of x, and let ,4 be 
the ring (under convolution) of O-valued measures on Z,. The following 
two lemmas are well known (see Sinnott [ Si-1 ] or Washington [W-l]). 
LEMMA 6. A is isomorphic to the ring 8[T - 11; explicitly, if a E A then 
the power series associated to a is defined by 
LEMMA 7. Let a E A, and let F(T) be the associated power series. For any 
k>,O, we have 
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Let I;,(T) be defined by 
Since 1 1 - uf IP 2 1, E;,(T) E 0 [T - 11. Hence if fl, is the associated measure 
then by Lemma 7, for k 2 0, we have any 
=($)iFU(ez)~z=O (whereweput T=eZ) 
1 
= j---JHk&) (where we use (15)). (16) 
For CI E E,, let k vary through a sequence of positive integers satisfying 
(i) k -+ rl p-adically, 
(ii) k-Omodp-1, 
(iii) k -+ 00 in the usual sense. 
Then the r-transform of 8, is defined by 
where (z) denotes Z/W(Z) for z E Zp” . 
On the other hand, by Theorem 3, 
IiF (the right-hand side of (16)) = I&u; -ti, x). 
Therefore 
Next we give a relation between I,(u; 0, x) and L,,(cI, x). Sinnott [Si-l] 
constructed LP(+ x) as follows: 
Let c > 1 be an integer prime to fp, and let E : Z -+ Co be the function 
defined by 
E(U) = x(a)(l -cl if cla 
=x(a) otherwise. 
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He defined F(T) by 
where g denotes any multiple of the period of E, and F(T) is independent of 
the choice of g. Then with F(T) E O[T- 11, and letting fl be the associated 
measure, he obtained, for 0 E Z,, 
T&3)=(1 -~o(c)(c)“+‘)L,(-d, x0). 
We examine the relation between p and p,. We can easily see that 
F(T)= c F,(T). “1 = 1 Ufl 
Note that / 1 --Us Jp= 1, since (c,fp)= 1. Hence we have 
Therefore 
i.e., 
1 
L,(% xw) = c (Au; “1, x). 
1 -p(c)(c)-“+’ u‘=l 
U#l 
Finally, we compute ,,(u; 1, K). 
PROPOSITION 3. For any number u algebraic over Q, in Cp with 
)l-uJI P21, 
&; 1, X)’ - ‘(‘) ‘(@) o$, b$, r?(a) G,(b) log,(ls~ - l;u). fp 
Note that r(x) denotes the Gauss sum and cf denotes a primitive fth root 
of unity, i.e., T(X) = c<=, x(c) [J-, and ,j denotes I- ‘. 
Proof: The following proof uses a method of Ribet [R-l]. For a E A, let 
F(T) be the associated power series in cOj[T- 11; we let a* denote the 
measure on Z, obtained by restricting a to Z’; and extending by 0. Then 
the power series associated to a* is given by 
F*(T) = F(T) -; ; F(rlT) 
VP 1 
(see Sinnott [ Si- 1 ] ). 
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Since 
we have 
Let G(T) be defined by 
Then we have 
T-$G(T)=F:(T). 
Furthermore G(T) E O[T- 11 and is associated to the measure l/~o/?~, 
where by setting l/z = 0 for x E 72, with pi X, we consider l/z as a 
continuous function on Z,, and for any continuous function f on Z,, the 
measure l/x 0 /?,, is defined by 
Let y denote l/x 0 p,. We can compute the value I,(u; 1,x) as follows: 
&; 1, xl = q?.c - 1) 
(17) 
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where for any compact open set A in Z,, the measure y 0 5 is defined by 
ya &A) = y(<A), and the associated power series is given by G( Tern’). Since 
the characteristic function of 1 +pZ, is (l/p) C,,P=, qr ‘, we obtain 
where we use G(T) = G*(T). 1 
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